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Editorial
The July eNews provides rich reading, with lots of news items, updates on the
roles and activities of PACFA, and professional development opportunities for
members and other readers.
Thank you to contributing author, Nathan Beel, for his article on Counselling
men: An introduction to male-friendly counselling. The article, based on
Nathan’s presentation at PACFA’s 2016 conference, provides a thoughtful
and practical introduction which will be useful if you work with men.
I have been active in the last month making submissions to a long list of private health funds. As
privates health rebates for services provided by counsellors and psychotherapists are still quite
limited, it is important that PACFA continues approaching the health funds for greater recognition for
our profession. PACFA’s submission makes a strong case in favour of new rebates but we are waiting
to see how the Health Funds respond.
In July, PACFA made a media comment on a misleading article about couples counselling in the
Sydney Morning Herald. The article claimed that couples counselling is completely unregulated,
which is incorrect. PACFA put the record straight by explaining the regulatory function we have
through the PACA Register. We also highlighted the specialist skills and training of members of the
Australian College of Relationship Counsellors which is now part of PACFA.
PACFA has been actively engaging with the issue of discrimination against LGBTI people and the
impact this has on their mental health and wellbeing. A response was released by the PACFA
Research Committee, based on their research, on the discriminatory comments made by Margaret
Court about LGBTI people and marriage equality.
On the subject of research, the PACFA Board has been reviewing and reflecting on PACFA’s
research mission which is central for PACFA as we are recognised as a health promotion charity.
Read about this important subject including reflections from some members of the Board.
We are now very close to publishing the 5th edition of PACJA, the Psychotherapy and Counselling
Journal of Australia, which is PACFA’s online journal. A News Update will be sent out as soon as the
journal goes live!
PACFA is calling for new members of the Professional Development Committee. The Committee
needs to re-form now that PACFA’s has a larger role providing PD in collaboration with our Branches
and Colleges. It is exciting that the Branches and Colleges are now actively putting on events for
members. There are reports of recent events run by the College of Counselling and the Canberra
and Region Branch. The CPD and Networking Calendar has been updated. There are a number of
affordable CPD opportunities coming in the next few months across the country.
The new South Australian Branch was officially launched on 1 July and PACFA now has 121 members
in South Australia. PACFA SA will be putting on its inaugural PD event in September and a member of
the PACFA SA Leadership Group will represent PACFA on the Course Reference Committee for the
Master’s program at the University of Adelaide.
We are pleased to feature the profiles of another two PACFA Branches: Victoria and Canberra and
Region. Colleges now have their turn at Leadership Group elections. Nominations for the Leadership
Groups of four Colleges and one College sub-division are now open. Nominations using the
Nomination Form close on Monday 21 August.
Maria Brett
eNews Editor
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President’s Report
Dear PACFA colleagues
Gosh! Winter in Hobart. It's been so cold. Colleagues in our country's
southern states will appreciate my sentiments! At least we can wear our
uniform puffa jackets and scarves. Hope you and yours are going well,
wherever you're living and working.
We had the June Board meeting in Brisbane hosted by PACFA Secretary,
Don Secomb, and Relationships Australia Spring Hill. We had a big agenda
and a very successful meeting. It was good to experience a meeting in
Brisbane as a change from our regular Melbourne and Sydney venues.
At dinner, the Board toasted former Board member, Andrew Little, who died in July 2016. We
enjoyed a bottle of Bollinger which was a gift from Andrew to Ione Lewis. Thank you Andrew. We miss
you greatly!

From left: Charles Wilson, Rob Salmon, Don Secomb, Pat Bradley, Di Stow, Ione Lewis, Tara Green, George Gintilas, Maria Brett
(Paul McQuillan was an apology for dinner)

PACFA Board members work well together, with the Executive Committee meeting and working
together between Board meetings. PACFA Committees and Working Parties, Branch and College
Leadership Groups are all doing great work – considered policy, rich and thoughtful – and a growing
number of exciting and creative professional development events. It is my privilege to work with you
all, and thank you, as always, for your contribution to PACFA and to our profession.
The next Board meeting is in Melbourne from 5 to 6 August. We will be planning the Annual General
Meeting and Council Meeting which take place in October. Some of the important agenda items
that will be discussed include the Training Standards review and the Code of Ethics review. We look
forward to having rich and fruitful discussions.
I am pleased to see an article in this edition of eNews on PACFA’s research mission. As President, I'm
fortunate to meet with a diverse range of people across the country, in all states and territories. Very
often I talk about PACFA's research agenda, and with great enthusiasm. We do excellent research;
most recently A literature review of the evidence for the effectiveness of experiential
psychotherapies, March 2017; and, Literature review of the evidence-base for the effectiveness of
hypnotherapy, February 2016.
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Please see our website under Research, www.pacfa.org.au/research/ for details of PACFA’s
research outputs. Our regular Research Forums, held across the country, organised and hosted by
the Research Committee, are very well attended and very well received. These are an important
strategy to disseminate PACFA’s research finding to practitioners.
I'm often able to gift a copy of Psychotherapy and Counselling: Reflections on Practice, PACFA's
recently published book, edited by Carolyn Noble and Elizabeth Day. People love receiving this
book and their feedback is so positive. They highlight the Table of Contents and the wide range of
modalities covered, the accessibility of each chapter, and the case study format being great for
understanding the application of various therapies in real-life examples, and providing a context to
the art and science of Psychotherapy and Counselling.
Regards Di
Dr Di Stow
PACFA President
natpres@pacfa.org.au
0439 033 264
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Feature Article
Counselling men: An introduction to male-friendly counselling
By Nathan Beel, University of Southern Queensland
Men make up one third of the clients in therapy (Vessey & Howard, 1993)
and when they do come, can be experienced as resistant and difficult to
work with. While there are numerous reasons for this, one explanation is
that counselling practices can be incompatible with common values of
men. Therapy typically requires men to expose their vulnerabilities, admit
deficiencies, talk about feelings, address pain and relationship struggles,
and do these with a stranger (Brooks, 1998). These are often atypical
processes for men, who often prefer logical problem-solving, taking
control, concealing weakness and dealing with problems in isolation.
Nathan Beel

Male-friendly counselling is gender-sensitive therapy that is aimed at
enhancing engagement with men based on an understanding of the central role men’s masculinity
has on their male identity and values. It is an expression of multicultural counselling, and accordingly,
draws attention to major trends in the target group while equally cautions not to assume all the
members of the population fit these generalisations. There is no single approach to male-friendly
counselling. It is one term, among others, used to describe any counselling practice that has been
modified to enhance engagement with men. There have been male-friendly adaptations from a
range of therapies including cognitive therapy (Mahalik, 2005), psychoanalysis (Pollack, 2005),
person-centred therapy (Gillon, 2008), and existential therapy (Nahon & Lander, 2016).
A key component in male-friendly therapies is understanding masculinity. Masculinity is the term
given to the beliefs and culture associated with what is required to be ‘a man’. These conceptions
vary between men and between groups of men, and authors often use the term masculinities to
recognise these differences. The more pervasive ‘rules’ for being a man in contemporary western
societies include that men must be invulnerable, stoic, successful, dominant, show no weakness, and
avoid appearing to be feminine (David & Brannon 1976 cited in Stevens & Englar-Carlson, 2010).
Various researchers have found that endorsement of these traditional masculine values is linked with
a range of issues including negative attitudes towards help seeking, violence, suicide, depression,
anxiety, substance abuse, family conflict, and defensiveness in therapy (O'Neil, 2008). Traditional
masculinity has also been linked with strengths such as commitment to provision, generative
fathering, heroism, humour, protectiveness, among others (Kiselica & Englar-Carlson, 2010).
Male-friendly counselling requires therapists to be
mindful of their own biases and prejudices which
may devalue male clients. Men who show
reluctance to engage in activities that they see
as violating their sense of identity, can be
viewed by therapists as resistant and difficult. If
they come with their female partner, they are
typically the ones who are mandated to come
as they are seen as the ‘problem’ in the
relationship. Men can also be stigmatised as
potential perpetrators as counsellors are
generally taught to believe women tend to be victimised while men who claim to be victims may be
treated with suspicion as possible perpetrators. Counsellors can view various male styles of relating
as problematic. Men’s unwillingness to self-disclose coupled with requests for action-oriented advice
may be viewed as an unwillingness to really address the issue.
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It is recommended that therapists review their own feelings and assumptions about men, be mindful
of intersectionality, and seek further knowledge about the values and socialisation that may
influence their male clients.
Therapists will often have had training that socially men, as a group, have more privilege and power
in contrast to any other social group. However not every man has access to this privilege or power.
Gender intersects with class, race, disability, sexual orientation, educational status, access to
resources, and more. Additionally, men may be upper class, white, and educated and still feel
powerless in relation to their life circumstances. Counsellors work with individuals and their unique
histories, vulnerabilities, and experiences. The social constructs of gender and of social narrative of
male gender power should not colonise the client’s own lived experience.
Gender is also considered in light of the therapist’s own experience. Therapists own gender values
are impacted by their upbringing, socialisation, and experiences. Therapists need to be aware of
how their own expectations of
gender roles may influence
therapy. Female therapists are
advised to be mindful that
men’s different relational styles
are not a sign of relational
inferiority. Female therapists
may
need
to
monitor
boundaries particularly when
sexism, or sexual/emotional
attraction are introduced into
the session by their male
clients. For some men,
emotional intimacy can
become confused with sexual
attraction. Female therapists
are also asked to be mindful of
attempting to work through their historical grievances with men with the males in therapy. For male
counsellors, there are warnings of blind spots with over-identification and collusion with male clients
due to shared masculine values.
The gender of the therapist can also bring advantages. For female therapists, men may appreciate
the extra relational sensitivity and warmth associated with women. Additionally, they may utilise a
female therapist to seek to understand questions in relation to their female loved ones. Male
therapists may offer a healthy male role model, and the credibility that shared experiences as men
may bring the therapeutic relationship.
When working with men, initial engagement is often the most challenging part. Men are often
reluctant clients and may view counselling with suspicion. Counsellors need to anticipate challenges
they may face from male clients and be prepared to address them in ways that help the client feel
more confidence in the counsellor and the process. Engagement can be enhanced by offering
therapy in less threatening ways, such as relabelling counselling as consultation or coaching, or
offering alternate formats such as online interventions, educational seminars or men’s groups.
Men can be helped to adjust to therapy by having the therapy process explained to them. This can
take the form of brochures, verbal orientation, including asking the client what he knows about
counselling, what his concerns might be, and what he might want to know. This process may help
demystify the process, help the client know what might be expected of him (known as roleinduction), and can address and normalise concerns he may have.
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One common theme throughout the male-friendly literature is to emphasise strengths and
demonstrate unconditional positive regard throughout therapy. Men often come to counselling with
a high sensitivity towards shame. Having a requirement to attend counselling will often activate
shame and shame-avoidant behaviours. The therapist’s role is to assist in defusing shame and help
the man feel safe enough to start addressing his concerns at his own pace. Normalising the difficulty
of attending counselling and reframing attendance as an act of courage are interventions that may
reduce shame.
The literature often refers to men’s common preferences for more action-oriented and cognitiveoriented approaches (Wexler, 2009). Feelings can be experienced as risky. Life issues are problems to
solve through strategic effort and mastery. Men often like structure and a clear map of what
therapy will address and the rationale for doing so. This structure can provide a sense of security for
the man. A clear structured approach is often the starting place however as therapy progresses
and trust builds, therapists can begin guiding their male clients into areas and processes that may
not be as familiar, such as exploring feelings.
Helping men to learn new ways of monitoring, perceiving, and expressing emotions is also common
throughout the men’s literature. Men sometimes need assistance to recognise when and how they
experience emotions, what words are available to describe emotions, how to tolerate and express
emotions, and how to regulate the more powerful emotions. Often men over-regulate the softer
emotions and have lower levels of regulation of
angry emotions. Process experiential exercises are
often
recommended
once
therapeutic
engagement has been solidly established to
enable men to connect with their emotions within
a non-shaming context.
Male-friendly counselling utilises a knowledge of
men as a means for understanding how to adapt
counselling for better fit with males. Most literature
extends this by assuming that men’s problems are
often related to rigid beliefs around traditional
gender roles. Knowledge about masculinity is not
merely a background knowledge for the therapist
but is brought to the foreground of therapeutic
conversation.
Men
can
be
helped
by
encouraging them to examine their beliefs about
what is appropriate for men and consider the
benefits and costs of their gender beliefs. For instance, if a man has a belief that men should avoid
and suppress emotions as part of an enactment of what it means to be a ‘real’ man, this may
contribute to problems associated with addictions and aggression.
The therapist may help a male client develop more flexibility around his manhood beliefs that may
enable a larger repertoire of available and adaptive behaviours to be at his disposal. Some writers
take it a step further and aim to transform male clients from their commitment to traditional
masculinity to more modern conceptions of masculinities (O'Neil, 2015).
Male-friendly counselling is a gender-sensitive adaptation of therapy aimed at enhancing men’s
engagement and the benefits of therapy for them. Therapists are encouraged to become more
aware of the impact of masculinity on men and on the therapy experience, and to adjust therapy
accordingly.
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Therapists may use general knowledge of masculinity to form a backdrop for therapy or may
specifically use it to invite men to explore the impact of their own gender role restrictions in their lives
and to develop more adaptive understandings. Therapists are recommended to review their own
gendered experiences and monitor for possible biases and prejudices in their work with men.
While this paper has explored general principles, it has not explored specific sub-group variations of
masculinities such as those associated with men in different regions, occupations, age groups, or
sexual orientations. Additionally, while knowledge of masculinities are helpful, the descriptions do not
apply equally to all men. It is hoped that this paper will encourage therapists be more gender-aware
when working with men.
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News
PACFA submission to Private Health Funds

In 2017, PACFA is making approaches to all Private Health Funds to seek greater recognition for
PACFA Registrants through private health rebates for counselling and psychotherapy. This has been
identified as a priority in PACFA’s 2016-18 Strategic Plan.
Currently, PACFA Registrants in private practice can offer private health insurance rebates to clients
with appropriate Medibank Private cover. As the coverage provided to clients through Medibank
Private is limited, the PACFA campaign aims to increase Medibank Private coverage and to extend
rebates to the other Private Health Funds.
There is strong evidence for the contribution of counselling and psychotherapy to the prevention
and treatment of mental illness, including depression, anxiety and trauma. There is also evidence
that many physical ailments have a psychological component and vice versa and that counselling
or psychotherapy assist with both psychological and physical health concerns.
Currently, most PHFs only provide rebates for counselling and psychotherapy provided
by psychologists. Some PHFs have an even narrower focus on clinical psychologists. This means client
choice in relation to psychological services is limited to psychologists and, as many psychologists
principally provide cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT), client choice is even further limited to this
form of therapy. When it comes to choosing a therapist,
choosing the right type of therapy, or deciding on the
length of services required, a client’s choice will vary
greatly depending on their presenting issues, age,
temperament, cultural background and geographic
location. All of these factors may lead a client to choose
a registered counsellor or psychotherapist instead of a
psychologist.
Non-clinical services can and should be provided by
counsellors
and
psychotherapists
rather
than
psychologists. Counselling and psychotherapy, as
adjuncts to psychiatric and psychology services, can be
successful in symptom reduction and increasing the
social functioning of clients. There is a shorter and more
effective journey towards wellness for those who are
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able to access counselling and psychotherapy. For those at risk of developing more serious mental
health disorders, people suffering from high prevalence disorders such as depression and anxiety,
and those needing treatment for issues not effectively treated by the Focussed Psychological
Strategies offered via Medicare, access to private health insurance rebates for counselling and
psychotherapy could contribute to the prevention of the more serious consequences – and costs –
associated with mental illness.
In the submission, PACFA suggests three possible options for the costing and placement of
counselling and psychotherapy rebates within health insurance products. There could be significant
public relations benefits to any Private Health Funds that decide to take the lead in the private
health insurance sector by offering rebates for counselling and psychotherapy. By offering these
rebates, private health insurance has the potential to make a significant difference to the mental
health of the Australian community, with the associated improvements in general health and
wellbeing. Importantly, there will be financial savings flowing from preventing serious mental health
issues and from general improvements in health and well-being as a result of greater access to
counselling and psychotherapy.
In the current climate of public concern about the lack of resources being committed to mental
health, it is arguable that private health insurance companies cannot afford not to be part of the
solution in this important public health issue.
Download PACFA’s Submission to Private Health Funds 2017.

Response to discussion of Margaret Court’s opinions on marriage equality
Editor’s note: In June, PACFA’s Research Committee responded to media
comments that had been made by Margaret Court in relation to LGBTI
people and marriage equality. The response was prepared by Research
Committee member Dr Elizabeth Day.
DOWNLOAD Response to discussion of Margaret Court’s opinions on
marriage equality.
In response to media coverage of the recent opinions expressed by
Margaret Court about LGBTI people, the Research Committee of the Dr Elizabeth Day
Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia (PACFA)
PACFA Research Committee
expresses our concerns about the deleterious effect on the wellbeing of LGBTI people and their
families of what is, substantively, hate speech (the attack on a group on the basis of a core element
of their being).
An unfortunate result of Court’s significant achievements in sport is that it seems to have conferred a
mistaken sense of entitlement to speak on matters beyond the range of her expertise. One of the
factors limiting a quality debate is an implicit unsupported assumption that every opinion is valid.
We find it timely to comment, from the perspective of LGBTI mental health, on a couple of the
matters raised by Court.
Marriage equality is not a matter to be decided by unsupported opinion. The institution of civil
marriage confers on those who enter it important legal and social benefits and responsibilities. Same
-sex couples are currently denied equal access to the rights provided by law to married couples. The
benefits associated with domestic partnerships are not uniformly available, not equal to those
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of married partnerships, and not fully portable. Denial of access to marriage to same-sex couples
may especially harm people who also endure other forms of discrimination (based on age, culture,
linguistic background, disability and other core elements of their experience and identity).
Research on sexuality as a risk factor in suicide attempts among young people repeatedly
demonstrates an elevated risk – up to seven times higher – for same-sex attracted young people
(SPRC, 2008). The determining factor is not sexuality per se, but discrimination against and rejection
based on same-sexuality (SPRC, 2008). The risk is best mitigated by addressing the discrimination that
generates it (SPRC, 2008).
A national study of the LGBTI community in Australia (Leonard et al, 2012) found direct negative
mental health impacts of discrimination on that cohort. It reported that almost 40% of respondents
had sought therapy in the past 12 months for anxiety, depression, family and relationship concerns
(none reported attendance for the purposes of conversion to heterosexuality). The report
recommended that underlying causes of discrimination be addressed.
The 2004 amendment to the Marriage Act inserted a definition of marriage, exclusively between a
man and a woman, which intentionally discriminated against LGBTI people and their families, by
denying access to the protections, benefits, and responsibilities extended automatically to married
couples. The amendment is based on prejudice rather than research.
In terms of broader benefits of an inclusive marriage policy, “more than a century of anthropological
research on households, kinship relationships, and families, across cultures and through time, shows
no support for the view that either civilization or viable social orders depend upon marriage as an
exclusively heterosexual institution. Rather, anthropological research supports the conclusion that a
vast array of family types, including families built upon same-sex partnerships, can contribute to
stable and humane societies” (American Anthropological Association, 2005).
An analysis published in the journal Pediatrics by the American Academy of Pediatrics (2006) found
significant evidence that “children raised by same-gender parents fare as well as those raised by
heterosexual parents.” Moreover, twenty-five years of research has found “there is no relationship
between parents’ sexual orientation and any measure of a child’s emotional, psychosocial, and
behavioral adjustment. These data have demonstrated no risk to children as a result of growing up in
a family with 1 or more gay parents. Conscientious and nurturing adults, whether they are men or
women, heterosexual or homosexual, can be excellent parents. The rights, benefits, and protections
of civil marriage can further strengthen these families.”
PACFA takes the view that “all humans are born free and equal in dignity and rights” (United
Nations, 2012) and is concerned that lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex persons are
subject to significant pressures and discrimination based on their sexual orientation and/or gender
expression.
PACFA has developed a non-discriminatory Position Statement on therapeutic support for Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Persons, which can be accessed from the PACFA website.
PACFA Research Committee:
Dr Elizabeth Day
Dr Ione Lewis (Chair)
Dr Jillian Lynch

Dr Tristan Snell
Dr Kim Dunphy
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Media statement on couples counselling
In July PACFA sent a Letter to the Editor of the Sydney Morning Herald in response to their article “It’s
a disaster’: how couples’ therapy can make family violence worse” (28/6/17). The article included a
claim that couples counsellors are not regulated, which I wanted to correct.
There is a lack of understanding that
counselling and psychotherapy is a
self-regulating profession. Whenever
we get the opportunity, PACFA
seeks to address this by providing
information about the PACFA
Register and about members of our
specialist Colleges.
The SMH article addresses the issue
of domestic violence and makes
some very important points about
the responses that are needed in
domestic violence situations.
PACFA encourages all practitioners to undertake professional development on the subject of
domestic violence to ensure you are able to deal with these issues appropriately if they arise.
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Letter to the Editor
In your recent article “It’s a disaster’: how couples’ therapy can make family violence
worse” (28/6/17) some issues require clarification.
It is not correct to claim that couples counselling is entirely unregulated. Couples counsellors are not
regulated by the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency but government has determined
that counselling is a self-regulated profession. Self-regulation is a robust form of regulation that takes
place through PACFA’s National Register of qualified practitioners.
PACFA (Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia) represents many qualified couples
counsellors. Couples counsellors who belong to PACFA also belong to the Australian College of
Relationship Counsellors which was established by PACFA in 2016. PACFA sets high standards for
training and ethics for all members and membership of the College requires specialist training in
couples counselling.
Domestic violence is very serious matter that requires the types of actions suggested in the SMH
article. An important safeguard for couples seeking counselling is to ensure that you see
a registered practitioner. Check that the practitioner is registered with PACFA and – ideally – that
they belong to the Australian College of Relationship Counsellors. College Members are trained to
work with couples and have a high level of awareness of domestic violence issues.
Maria Brett
PACFA CEO

PACFA’s research mission
By Maria Brett, PACFA CEO
Research is central to PACFA’s mission as a health promotion charity. In fact, it is important to
remember that research is PACFA’s primary constitutional object:
The primary Object of the Association is to promote the development of the
science relating to the art and practice of Psychotherapy and Counselling.
PACFA has three major roles in relation to research:
 Facilitating high quality, original research
into the processes and outcomes of
counselling and psychotherapy and into
the professions of counselling and
psychotherapy, particularly focusing on
areas that are important for the
professions’ development but where
there has been a lack of research
activity in Australia to date;
 Conducting the research necessary to
provide data needed to support PACFA’s position in policy initiatives, including literature searches
and reviews; and
 Disseminating information to members and the profession in general about the findings of
research relating to counselling and psychotherapy.
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Knowledge Transfer
The challenge inherent in research is not just to do research but to disseminate findings to
practitioners, government and the community. PACFA has a range of strategies for knowledge
transfer such a publishing all research at the PACFA website and making our e-journal open access.
PACJA is FREE to anyone world-wide who wants to read the journal. This enables us to disseminate
our research findings not only in Australia but internationally. The fifth edition of PACJA will be
published this month.
In 2015, the Research Committee began holding research forums for practitioners in order to better
disseminate PACFA’s research findings and have more of an impact on our members’ practice. A
number of forums have been held to present the evidence base for some of the therapy modalities
practised within the PACFA community.
In 2017, the Research Committee decided to hold another three research forums. The first of these
took place in March to disseminate the findings in PACFA’s recently published book, Psychotherapy
and Counselling: Reflections on Practice. Editors and chapter authors Professor Carolyn Noble and
Dr Elizabeth Day, and Associate Professor Frankie Merritt, presented. This was a successful forum with
58 people attending.
Another research forum on the Psychotherapy and Counselling: Reflections on Practice book will
take place in Melbourne on Friday 6 October, before the Members’ Forum and AGM on Saturday 7
October. Ruth Thorne, Michelle Morris, Maggie Broome and Susan Mullane will present as chapters
authors.
In Perth in November, the Research Committee and PACAWA will hold another forum on the
findings of Dr Ben Mulling’s Literature review of the evidence for the effectiveness of Experiential
Psychotherapies, which was commissioned by PACFA.
Research activities
The Research Committee is very active and produces literature reviews, the PACFA book and
PACFA’s journal, Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia (PACJA). There are a number
of current and new research projects being implemented:
 A literature review is underway on Confidentiality and Trust in Counselling and Psychotherapy
 New literature reviews will be commissioned on Couples Therapy and Family Therapy
 The report of a successfully completed research grant on dance therapy will be published as
an Occasional Research Paper
 An Occasional Research Paper on Recovered Memory of Childhood Sexual Abuse: A Review
of Research Evidence is soon to be published, and Practice Guidelines based on the literature
review have been commissioned
 The report on the Workforce Study undertaken in 2015 is being written and it is expected this
will be published in 2017
 Plans for Pilot Study on outcome measures will commence in 2018
Why does PACFA’s Research mission matter?
I have reflected on the ways in which research is important to PACFA and the key issue from my
perspective as the PACFA CEO is the credibility research provides to our profession and the support
it provides to our submissions to government and our lobbying for professional recognition. The
training of counsellors and psychotherapy and our unique contribution to the mental health and
well-being of the Australian community is not well understood by government or by the community.
By developing the research base for counselling and psychotherapy, PACFA aims to address this
lack of understanding and position our profession more favourably.
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PACFA makes submissions to government consultation processes. These submissions draw on
PACFA’s extensive research to demonstrate that counselling and psychotherapy are evidencebased interventions with research that supports their effectiveness. In 2015, I co-wrote a submission
with Dr Ione Lewis to the Senate enquiry on the mental health of Australian Defence Force personnel
which resulted in an invitation to give evidence before the Senate. In the past, PACFA has also
made submissions to the National Mental Health Commission review of mental health services, to the
Senate Inquiries into Suicide, Mental Health Services and the NDIS, and to the ACCC on private
health insurance.
I asked some Research Committee members and PACFA Board members to share their reflections
on the ways in which research is important to PACFA.
Dr Ione Lewis – Research Committee Chair
Research on the evidence base of counselling and psychotherapy is important
for professional recognition. Research also improves practice and policy by
telling us what works with particular client populations and presentations. We
know from PACFA’s evidence-based literature reviews that a broad range of
modalities are effective in practice. Counselling and psychotherapy
researchers are an important part of our profession.
Kim Dunphy, Research Committee Member
I am 100% supportive of PACFA's research mission. For our professions to be
recognised along with others that currently are considered mainstream nonnegotiable health treatment options, we must have a strong evidence base
that underpins all our work and we must all pay attention to it. As
the national body supporting and advising our profession, PACFA needs to be
working to encourage our members to utilise research in decision-making in
their practice. Pro-active support for the growth of this research base is
another level of achievement again, but one that stands PACFA in good stead
amongst like professional bodies.
Dr Di Stow – PACFA President
When lobbying politicians, PACFA provides information about our profession
and the contribution we make to the mental health of Australians, based on
our research. In recent meetings with members of Parliament in Tasmania and
Western Australia, I provided copies of PACFA’s book, Psychotherapy and
Counselling: Reflections on Practice. Politicians love receiving this book and
their feedback is very positive. This and other research outputs help raise
PACFA’s standing with government.
Pat Bradley – Counselling Representative
Research into the efficacy of counselling and psychotherapy is essential to
keep up with other providers of psychological therapies who are all busy
conducting research. It can also help in developing services that are effective
for different client groups or presenting problems. Expanding the knowledge
base of our profession is imperative in these days of commissioning services
based on effectiveness evidence. Knowing if a particular intervention is more
effective will influence the decisions of policy makers. A recent outcome study
in the UK has shown counselling is comparable to CBT when working with depression and actually
shows marginally better outcomes in fewer sessions! This research may help keep counsellors
employed in front line services and ensure a choice of interventions for clients.
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PACJA 5th edition

Publication of the fifth edition of the Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia (PACJA) is
now expected in August. To read PACJA, go to http://pacja.org.au.
PACJA is PACFA’s official e-journal. PACJA is a peer-reviewed, open-source journal for the
publication of Australian and international research and conceptual papers related to counselling
and psychotherapy. It aims to build the evidence-base for the effectiveness of counselling and
psychotherapy and to increase learning and knowledge in the field.
Edition 5 is being edited by Dr Jillian Lynch and will include five papers by counselling and
psychotherapy practitioners and researchers, two literature reviews, and three book reviews.
Editorial Note
Ione Lewis, PhD, Chair, PACFA Research Committee
Editorial: Fifth Edition of the Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia (PACJA)
Jillian Lynch, PhD, PACJA Editor
So, you think your counselling practices are collaborative?
Anne Hollingworth, PsyD
Motivational Interviewing and School Misbehaviour: An evidenced-based approach to working with
at-risk adolescents.
David Mander, PhD
The Core Sensitivities: A clinical evolution of Masterson’s Disorders of Self.
Brooke E. Poulsen, DClinPsych, and Joseph J. Coyne, MClinPsych
Application of Kohut in Public Mental Health: Understanding Fatima.
Julia Jamaludin, MBBS MPsych
Literature Reviews
A Literature Review of the Evidence for the Effectiveness of Experiential Psychotherapies.
Ben Mullings, PhD
Intimate Relationships and Chronic Illness: A literature review for counsellors and couple therapists.
Rebecca Gray, PhD; Toby Newton-John, PhD; Jamie Lee, PhD; Claire Ralf, PhD
Book Reviews
Grief and the Expressive Arts: Practices for Creating Meaning. Barbara E. Thompson and Robert A.
Neimeyer (Eds.). New York, NY: Routledge, 2014, 312 pp.
Ione Lewis, PhD
The Way We Are: How States of Mind Influence Our Identities, Personality and Potential for Change.
Frank W. Putnam. International Psychoanalytic Books, 2016, 448 pp.
Pam Stavropoulos, PhD
Using Research in Counselling and Psychotherapy. John McLeod. London: Sage, 2016, 138 pp.
Deidre Ikin, MSW, MNTCW
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Participants wanted for study on stress and help-seeking among mental
health professionals
Melissa Hill from Griffith University has ethics approval no. 2017/398 to undertake a study aimed at
developing a new scale-based measure of mental health professionals’ perceived stigma towards
occupational stress and burnout, as well as to understand workplace factors related to stress and
burnout in this population.
Mental health professionals are thought to delay or avoid help-seeking for work-related stress and
burnout. More empirical studies are needed to understand this issue. Accordingly this study seeks to
develop a reliable and valid measure of attitudes towards stress and burnout and to advance
understanding of mental health professional’s experience of work stress, burnout, and help-seeking.
We are looking for qualified Mental Health Professionals to participate in this study. Participation
involves completing an online questionnaire that will take approximately 20 minutes.
By participating in this study you have the chance to enter a prize draw for one major prize of $100
Coles Myer gift card or one of five $20 Coles Myer gift cards.
Participants will be given the option of providing contact information to participate in further
research or receive a summary of the research findings.
To complete the online survey click on this link: https://prodsurvey.rcs.griffith.edu.au/prodls200/
index.php/944149?lang=en
The research results will be reported in two separate Honours student dissertations, and revised for
publication in academic journals. All data will be combined and reported as group data. No
identifiable individual participant information will be presented.

Call for Professional Development Committee members
PACFA is calling for new members of the Professional Development Committee (PDC). The
Committee is chaired by Rob Salmon and currently Nathan Beel from QCA and Kim Smythe, PACFA
Operations Manager, are also members.
The role of the PDC is to guide and support PACFA’s professional
development activities.
PACFA’s role delivering professional development has changed and grown
significantly since the PACFA restructure. PD activities are now principally
delivered through PACFA’s Branches and Colleges.

Rob Salmon, PDC Chair

PACFA wishes to re-form the Committee to include representatives of
Colleges and Branches.

Qualified members of PACFA’s Branches and Colleges, with interest and experience in professional
development, are encouraged to consider joining the Committee.
To express interest in joining the PDC, please email maria.brett@pacfa.org.au.
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Membership Matters

Call for nominations for College Leadership Groups
PACFA is calling for nominations for the Leadership Groups of the following PACFA Colleges:






Australian College of Relationship Counsellors NOMINATION FORM
Australian College of Counselling and Psychotherapy Educators NOMINATION FORM
College of Counselling NOMINATION FORM
College of Psychotherapy NOMINATION FORM
Somatic Psychotherapy modality of the College of Psychotherapy NOMINATION FORM

All PACFA Provisional and Clinical members, who are also members of a College, are eligible to
nominate for the Leadership Group of their College.
If you would like to nominate for a Leadership Group, please complete and return the relevant
Nomination Form to admin@pacfa.org.au by Monday 21 August 2017.
There are a maximum of eight positions on the Leadership Group: Convenor, Deputy Convenor and
Ordinary Members. Where there are insufficient nominees to fill a particular position, the nominees
are elected unopposed. Where there are more eight nominees, a vote will be held.

South Australian Branch launched
PACFA’s new South Australia Branch, PACFA SA, was officially
launched on 1 July 2017. Five volunteers have formed the Branch
Leaership Group: Pat Bradley (Convenor), Patrick Moloney, Alison Kirk,
Gia Pyrlis and Bev Pope.
The Leadership Group will represent PACFA on the Course Reference
Committee for the Universty of Adelaide’s Master’s of Counselling &
Psychotherapy which is accredited by PACFA.
Planning is well underway for activities for the South Australian Branch which initially will focus on
professional development and networking activities. The Leadership Group is also very interested in
working with the PACFA CEO to advance professional recognition for practitioners in SA.
PACFA SA is hosting their inaugural PD event in September with a presentation by Dr Pamela Brear
on Vicarious Trauma: Is It The Cost of Caring? To book a place go to the PACFA Portal.
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Call for nominations for College Leadership Groups
eNews is running a series of articles introducing the Leadership Groups for the new PACFA Branches
and Colleges. In this edition, we are pleased to feature the Leadership Groups for three
PACFA Branches.
Leadership Group Members – Victorian Branch
Tony Clarkson (Convenor) has been a clinical member of PACFA since 2013
when he moved to Melbourne from London with his family. He is the head of
professional development for the Victorian Responsible Gambling Foundation.
His role includes overseeing Professional Development for Gambler’s Help
counsellors, planning international conferences and designing and
administering multi-million dollar projects aimed at delivering better and more
targeted clinical services. Tony has a private practice where he works with
young people and their families experiencing distress and family dysfunction.
Nigel Polak is a psychotherapist in private practice working with individuals,
couples and groups, and is an academic teacher and supervisor in the School
of Counselling at the Australian College of Applied Psychology. He is the
founding Secretary of the Victorian Association of Restorative Justice and brings
more than 20 years of experience leading diverse volunteer organisations. He
has had prior careers as a Solicitor, Family Dispute Resolution Practitioner and
mediator. He lives in country Victoria and works in Melbourne so brings an
understanding of both rural and metropolitan needs to the Leadership Group.
David Cronin is a clinical member who has been registered with PACFA since
2007. As well as a Masters in Professional Education and Training he has
completed a wide range of trainings in the mental health and wellbeing field.
He works therapeutically with individuals, couples, families and groups. He is
passionate about integrating and enabling people’s understanding of physical
and mental health. David is the director of a multidisciplinary practice that
incorporates counselling and a range of natural therapies.
Leadership Group Members – Canberra and Region Branch
Peter Dyke (Convenor) is an experienced psychotherapist who works full time in
private practice in Queanbeyan. In the past he has worked in agencies in the
UK and Australia and has trained students of counselling. He provides
supervision for new and experienced counsellors and is passionate about
counselling and its benefits for well-being and health.

Joy McKay is a counsellor who has worked in the community sector for over 20
years with the majority of clients presenting in one form of crisis or another. They
are couples, families, those with disability or mental health issues; some are
homeless and others unemployed from all walks of life and ethnicity. Joy has a
diploma in Community Counselling, Grad.Dip. Community Counselling, Grad
Dip. Family Relationship Counselling.
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Elizabeth Yuile has had a deep interest in the development and promotion of the
profession of counselling over the past 20 years. She served for several years on
the CAPACAR committee including three years as President. She has both
lectured and convened the Post-Graduate Counselling program at the University
of Canberra. Elizabeth is now working in private practice as a counsellor and
supervisor and has previous experience in community organisations. Her clinical
focus has been loss and grief and is currently completing a PhD on meaning
making and younger onset dementia.
Willi Boettcher is student volunteer on the Leadership Group. She is a Registered
Mental Health Nurse who runs groups for an acute psychiatric inpatient unit at
Canberra Hospital. As part of her training, in 1991, Annette Fisher presented
Psychodrama to her class as a non-medical model to promote mental health.
Willi was hooked, and she still is. Willi is a firm believer that the role of 'creative
genius' is in all people, as was first expressed by Dr Jacob Moreno, the founder of
Psychodrama.
Ann Burns is an Intern Volunteer on the Leadership Group, studying
psychotherapy and counselling. It is our good fortune that her extensive
experience in her first career is available to us. Ann is keen to inform counsellors
and psychotherapists of the practicalities of setting up and running their practice.
Anne is a registered BAS agent and has spent over 30 years in bookkeeping and
financial management roles. She holds an Associate Diploma in Business
(Accounting) and Grad. Cert. in Professional Accounting.

PACFA CPD and Networking Calendar 2017

PACFA now has an annual calendar of continuing professional development (CPD) and professional
networking events.
To book a place on a PACFA CPD event, email the booking email address or go to the Counselling &
Psychotherapy Portal. Online registration is easy. Register for the Portal (if you’ve never registered
before), select the course you are interested in and complete the simple enrolment form. Payments
can be made online using VISA or MASTERCARD. Offline payment methods are also available.
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Dates

Event

Location

10 August 2017
5.30pm – 7pm

PACFA TAS and CCAA TAS PD event
Pregnancy & Infant Loss Support
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Sandy Bay, Hobart

12 August 2017
9am – 5pm

PACFA Canberra and Region PD event
Three Diverse Workshops
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Canberra CBD

15 August 2017
7pm – 9pm

PACFA NSW PD event
The Power of Autogenic Therapy
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Crows Nest, Sydney

31 August 2017
7pm -9pm

PACFA VIC PD event
Mindfulness and Compassion Fatigue
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Carlton, Melbourne

16 September 2017
2pm – 5pm

PACFA SA PD event
Vicarious Trauma: Is It the Cost of Caring?
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Hindmarsh, Adelaide

23 September 2017
1.30pm – 3pm AEST

College of Counselling PD event
The Many Faces of Grief
SAVE THE DATE

Online Webinar

28 September 2017
7pm – 9pm

Victorian Branch networking event
SAVE THE DATE

Carlton, Melbourne

4 October 2017
7.30pm – 9pm AEST

Clinical Hypnotherapy Webinar
SAVE THE DATE

Online Webinar

6 October 2017
2.30pm to 4.30pm

Research Forum
SAVE THE DATE

Melbourne, CBD
and online

10 October 2017
6.30pm – 9pm

PACFA NSW PD event
The Benefits of a Horizontal Perspective
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Crows Nest, Sydney

20 – 21 October 2017
5.30pm – 9pm
9am – 5pm

PACFA TAS and CCAA TAS PD event
Sex in the System
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Sandy Bay, Hobart

21 October 2017
1pm – 5pm

PACFA Canberra and Region PD event
SAVE THE DATE

Canberra CBD

26 October 2017
7pm – 9pm

PACFA VIC PD event
Psychoanalytic Perspective: Trauma
SAVE THE DATE

Melbourne, CBD

13 – 24 November 2017

Practical Ethics for Counsellors & Psychotherapists
Book online at the PACFA Portal

Online Course

25 November 2017

Research Forum
SAVE THE DATE

Wollaston, Perth and
online

27 November 2017

PACFA TAS and CCAA TAS PD event Self-Care
SAVE THE DATE

Sandy Bay, Hobart

REFUND POLICY:
Cancellations made 5 or less working days prior to the course commencement date are 100%
no-refundable.
 Cancellations made more than 5 working days prior to the course commencement date may
apply via email to admin@pacfa.org.au for a 50% refund.
 Alternatively, course bookings may be transferred to another person or to a future course. Transfer
requests must be sent to admin@pacfa.org.au prior to the course commencing.
 After the commencement date/time of the course, no refunds or transfers are possible.
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Online Ethics Course – Online 13 to 24 November (6 hours CPD)
This online course was developed by PACFA in partnership with the Cairnmillar Institute. The course
includes four interactive sessions that are usually run during the week in the middle of the day. The
key themes are:







Foundations of Ethical Practice - morals, values and ethics
Stages of Ethical Decision Making - including common ethical traps
Record Keeping - including record keeping for social media connections
Dual Relationships - including boundary-crossing and self-reflection
Confidentiality - including circumstances when it is OK to break confidentiality
Cultural Sensitivity - strategies for responding to multicultural practice issues

Members: $180 (inc. GST) Non-members $235 (inc. GST)
This event counts as 6 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's renewal requirements.
Research Forum – Melbourne 6 October (2 hours CPD)
The Research Committee is hosting a FREE Research Forum in Melbourne on the day before the 2017
Annual General Meeting. The focus of the forum will be PACFA’s book, Psychotherapy and
Counselling: Reflections on Practice.
Research Forum – Perth 25 November (2 hours CPD)
The Research Committee is collaborating with PACFA West to put on a FREE Research Forum in Perth.
The focus of the forum will be PACFA’s literature review on Experiential Psychotherapies.

Webinar on trauma-informed counselling practice
By Dr Ione Lewis, College of Counselling Leadership Group
The College of Counselling held its inaugural professional
development event, a webinar on trauma-informed
counselling practice, on Saturday 3 June 2017. One hundred
and twenty-two participants attended, resourced with prewebinar reading: the Blue Knot Foundation Trauma-Informed
Care and Complex Trauma Guidelines, a case study on
complex trauma, and handouts. Attendees were able to ask
questions on the topic at the time of registration, and to
comment and ask further questions via chat and Q&A
functions on the webinar platform.
Four panel members presented at the webinar: Norm
Wotherspoon, Consumer Representative and Peter Heggie,
Caregiver Representative, selected by the National Mental
Health Consumer and Carer Network Forum for their relevant
lived experience; and Fiona Griffith and Emma Hodges,
practitioners and educators. Pat Bradley introduced and
chaired the rich panel presentation, which provided us with
multiple perspectives on trauma.
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Peter Heggie spoke about the effects of caring for a traumatised person on the caregiver, who may
experience loss of independence, loss of identity and enforced isolation. Caregivers lack time,
resources and energy, yet contribute $70 billion to the economy annually. Counsellors need to
acknowledge the lived experience of caregivers.
Norm Wotherspoon, a Vietnam veteran, spoke about the many impacts on his life of trauma and
depression. He reminded us of what doesn’t work: massive doses of medication, discussing
distressing experiences before being ready, being encouraged to focus on the future while feeling
that the past does matter, being promised full recovery, and practitioners who are not informed
about trauma. He spoke about what does work: respect and empathy without judgement, being
seen as a unique person, being encouraged to take part in voluntary work, creative writing,
reconnecting with army mates and the support of family. He reminded participants to take time to
build rapport and trust with traumatised clients, listen to them, keep it simple, avoid sympathy,
confront if needed, and maintain boundaries.
Emma presented on the complexities of defining and understanding complex trauma, and the
inadequacy of diagnostic criteria in DSM-5 to explain the impacts of complex trauma. She
particularly focused on the impact of developmental trauma on vulnerable infants, children and
young people, and discussed the case study to demonstrate how to work with complex trauma. The
importance of self-regulation, empathy and acceptance, developing a deep therapeutic
relationship, and putting language to feelings, were all emphasised.
Fiona Griffith provided a very useful, practical guide to assessing and working with trauma. She
emphasised the importance of establishing safety using simple, portable exercises such as
grounding, orienting to the environment, slow breathing, and the 3,2,1 exercise to switch off the
threat response in the amygdala.

Canberra and Region Branch PD event
By Peter Dyke, Convenor, Canberra and Region Branch
In June, the Canberra and Region Branch held a PD event with two excellent speakers, Annette
Fisher and Jennifer Hume.
Embodied Imagination with Jennifer Hume
While an introductory power point presentation
did feature in Jennifer Hume’s presentation on
Embodied Imagination (EI), we all experienced
it too. With our eyes closed we all experienced
varied body sensations as we observed a one
on one counselling session exploring the client’s
dream world amidst Jennifer’s reassuring voice.
Jennifer guided us through a short presentation
on EI concepts and key terms that included the
influences of C.G. Jung, James Hillman and
Robert Bosnak; the concept of alchemy as
applied to dreaming (perhaps the one universal
language); EI’s relationship with the placebo effect; mimesis; and neuroplasticity.
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Jennifer’s presentation came from her deep knowledge and experience of many models of
counselling and, more recently, a three year course in Embodied Imagination led by its founder,
Robert
Bosnak,
completed
in
2013.
She
introduced
us
to
the
EI
website
www.embodiedimagination.com.au and the next three year course in Australia due to start in early
2018. She also described a client who had successfully reduced their shoulder pain that was caused
by an accident and subsequent surgery. A small book of postcards with calming thoughts was
handed out at the end of the session.
I came away from her presentation feeling privileged to have been guided by such an experienced
practitioner in a way that caused me to get not only get an introduction to EI, but also a tantalising
inner body taste of the potential power of EI. And all of this in our own local Canberra and Region
Branch PD event.
Psychodrama with Annette Fisher
Moving around a map of Canberra, each telling our stories of home; stories of the influences of
Jung, Rogers, Ellis, Perls, Freud and Moreno as portrayed and interpreted by us all; short dramas
vividly showing the interconnections amongst us; people moving in line showing their skills in
Psychodrama; stories of PACFA’s founding
discussions; and a one-on-one counselling
session demonstrating the transformative
powers of utilising simple objects to show
connections and perceptions – they all
featured in Annette Fisher’s extraordinary
presentation on Psychodrama at the PACFA
Canberra and Region Branch event on
Saturday 17 June 2017.
There was not a power point presentation in
sight and certainly no dozing off in our chairs
as Annette enthralled the audience with
stories of the origins of PACFA; her vast
experience in Psychodrama starting with a
summer school in 1973 in Armidale, NSW, with
the founder of Psychodrama, Dr Jacob
Moreno; and of course the dramas
themselves where we were all involved.
Annette’s contact with the founders of
Psychodrama continued for over 40 years
through Dr Moreno’s partner and co-creator
of Psychodrama, Zerka Moreno, who only recently passed away. The drama components of the
presentation in which we all participated were examples of sociometry and protagonist centred
Psychodrama.
I felt privileged to participate in and be led by such a passionate and experienced practitioner of
Psychodrama who had such close and enduring links to its founders.
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Insurance offers from Insurance House

PACFA has arranged two new insurance packages, at very affordable rates, with Insurance House, a
national insurance broker specialising in Professional Indemnity Insurance. PACFA also receives
support, in the form of sponsorship, from Insurance House to help advance our mission.
While PACFA does not endorse any particular insurance company, PACFA has arranged these
packages so that members can have access to affordable insurance. It is, however, the
practitioner’s responsibility to arrange your own insurance and to determine the policy that best
meets your needs.
Insurance House offers PACFA Members and members of PACFA Member Associations a combined
professional indemnity and public liability policy at very attractive rates.
There are two options: the PACFA Master Insurance Policy and the Individual Insurance Policy.
Option 1 - PACFA Master Insurance Policy
PACFA has negotiated a Master Insurance Policy with Insurance House for both practitioners and
educators.
* The Master Insurance Policy is available to Individual PACFA Members ONLY.
** Registered Psychologists are required to pay the premium for Registered Psychologists.
*** The Master Policy option is one of the most affordable insurance available which provides a very
high level of cover for a very low premium.
The Master Insurance Policy provides $20,000,000 of professional indemnity cover, $20,000,000 of
public and products liability, access to 1 hour of free legal advice per year via the Insurance House
advice line, and unlimited run-off cover when you retire.
Every member who takes up the Master policy has a limit of up to $20,000,000 cover for both
professional indemnity and public liability cover. FREE cover under the PACFA Master Policy is
provided to counselling and psychotherapy students who are Student Members of PACFA.
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For information on the very low premiums, download the PACFA Master Insurance Policy Premiums.
For information on how to take up this insurance option, see the PACFA website.
Option 2: Individual Insurance Policy
PACFA has negotiated an Individual Insurance Policy with Insurance House for both practitioners and
educators.
* This policy is available to Individual PACFA Members and members of Member Associations.
** Registered Psychologists are required to pay the premium for Registered Psychologists.
The level of cover available is between $1,000,000 and $20,000,000 for Professional Indemnity, and
between $10,000,000 and $20,000,000 for Public Liability cover, depending on the level of cover you
select. The policy includes access to 1 hour of free legal advice per year via the Insurance House
advice line, and unlimited run-off cover when you retire.
For information on the very low premiums, download the Insurance House Individual Policy Premiums.
For information on how to take up this insurance option, see the PACFA website.
Switching to one of the new insurance options
Practitioners can switch to one of the Insurance House insurance options if you think it will meet your
insurance needs.
You can take up one of the new insurance offers:
 when joining PACFA or a PACFA Member Association for the first time;
 when your current insurance expires; or
 at any time when you decide you are ready to switch.
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Classifieds and Professional Development
eNews Advertising Policy
Advertisers are reminded that our Advertising Guidelines require payment at the time of booking advertisements. This hasn’t been
strictly enforced in the past but this has led to more work when invoices are not paid on time. Please forward payment with your
Booking Form and a receipt will be issued promptly.

Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia

Tasmanian Branch PD Event
Pregnancy and Infant Loss Support
CCAA Tasmania and the PACFA branch of Tasmania have come together to host
Maria Bond's workshop on Pregnancy and Infant Loss Support
Date: Thursday 10 August 2017
Time: 5:30pm - 7:00pm
Venue: The Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania, Marieville Esplanade, Sandy Bay,
Hobart
CCAA and PACFA Members $20 (inc. GST)
Non-members $30 (inc. GST)
All students: $10 (inc. GST)
This event counts as 1.5 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's membership
renewal requirements

Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia

Canberra & Region Branch PD event

Three Diverse Workshops
Date: 12 August 2017
Time: 9:00am- 5:00pm
Venue: Griffin Centre, Room 6, 7/20 Genge St, Canberra City
Members $200 (inc. GST)
Students: $160 (inc. GST)
Non-members $250 (inc. GST)
Lunch and refreshments included.
This event counts as 7 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's membership
renewal requirements

Registration closes 7th August 2017

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au

For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: tasmanianbranch@pacfa.org.au

For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: canberraandregionbranch@pacfa.org.au

Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia
New South Wales Branch PD event

The Power of Autogenic Therapy- Helen Gibbons
Date: Tuesday 15 August 2017
Time: 7:00pm - 9:00pm
Venue: Pat Brunton Hall, Crows Nest Centre,
2 Earnest Place, Crows Nest NSW 2065
Members: $15 (inc. GST)
Students: $10 (inc. GST)
Non-members: $20 (inc. GST)
Coffee and tea included
This event counts as 2 hours (4 points) of category A CPD for PACFA's
membership renewal requirements

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au
For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: newsouthwalesbranch@pacfa.org.au
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Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia
Victorian Branch PD event
The Mindful Way to Fostering Compassion and Preventing
Carer Fatigue and Vicarious Stress
Presented by: Dr. Craig Hassed
Refreshments at 6:30pm, Presentation at 7:00pm.
Date: 31 August 2017
Time: 6:30pm- 9:00pm
Venue: Multipurpose Room 1, Kathleen Syme Library, 251 Faraday St, Carlton
VIC 3053
Members $40 (inc. GST)
Students: $20 (inc. GST)
Non-members $55 (inc. GST)
This event counts as 2 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's membership
renewal requirements

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au
For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: victorianbranch@pacfa.org.au
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Sessional consulting rooms available
Bondi Junction / Woollahra

Professional Development
Male-Friendly Counselling
Engaging men in counselling can be challenging. Men
typically make up a third of the clients seeking counselling,
and are often mandated to attend from concerned others
Presenter: Nathan Beel
Date: Friday 25 August 5.30pm to 7pm
Booking: https://www.trybooking.com/272282
Venue: Online

Endings: What Schrodinger’s
Cat might have to say
No contract, monthly basis for as little as four hours a week.
Or 6 month / 12 month contracts if you prefer. After hours
and weekends also available. Choice of four quite different,
special purpose rooms. Wifi, waiting room, bathroom, offstreet parking (some days). It would suit practitioners who
want a very neat, well-groomed presentation.

Endings offer up a powerful transformative process but one
that we naturally want to avoid because of the difficult and
painful issues involved in separation

For photos and details re rooms and current availability,
please see our webpage:

Contact: Ros Turner

www.parksclinic.com/rooms
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Presenter: Michele Hayes
Date: Friday 15 September 5.30pm to 7pm
Booking: https://www.trybooking.com/259236
Venue: Relationships Australia 159 St Pauls Terrace Spring Hill
Email: qca@qca.asn.au

www.qca.asn.au
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Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia

Professional Development
Insights on Ageing: Facts,
Fears and Filters

South Australian Branch PD Event

This workshop will provide you with information and insights on
the experience of ageing as it impacts on your clients, and
yourselves (in a professional and personal capacity).

Vicarious Trauma: Is It The Cost of Caring?
Presented by Dr Pamela Brear
PACFA SA are hosting an inaugural workshop in September with a
presentation by Dr Pamela Brear. This workshop will include
didactic, reflective and experiential components and will assist
participants to answer questions like; What is vicarious trauma?,
What are the things that put someone most at risk? and How can
personal tolerance levels be increased as a protective factor?

Presenter: Trish Carroll
Date: Saturday 30 September 8.30am to 3.30pm
Booking: https://www.trybooking.com/298463
Venue: Emmanuel Uniting Church
Hall 92 Laurel Street Enoggera

Website: www.qca.asn.au

Date: 16 September 2017
Time: 2:00pm-5:00 pm
Venue: Education Development Centre: 4 Milner Street, Hindmarsh, SA
PACFA Members $20 (inc. GST)
Student: $15 (inc. GST)
Non-Members: $75 (inc.GST)

annual conference
Australian Association of Family Therapy

Light Refreshments Included.
This event counts as 2.75 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's membership
renewal requirements

Featuring leading international and national practitioners
this conference will motivate and inspire professionals.
Date: October 19+20, 2017

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au

Venue: Mercure Grosvenor Hotel Adelaide Sth Australia

For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: southaustralianbranch@pacfa.org.au
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CONFERENCE WEBSITE AAFT.ASN.AU
Download Conference Flyer
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Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia
New South Wales Branch PD event
The Benefits of a Horizontal (sibling) Perspective in
Psychotherapy and Counselling
Dr Servaas van Beenkum
In this workshop, van Beekum presents an overview into the vertical
paradigm, central to Freud's theroretical framework. He gives insight in
the reasons why it has become the dominant perspective before
moving to the emerging insights in the horizontal (sibling) perspective
and the reasons why it has recently gained traction. The presentation
also highlights an exercise and practical work for the professional
interested in applying these new insights.

Date: Tuesday 10 October 2017
Time: 6.30pm - 9:00pm
Venue: Johnson Hall, Crows Nest Centre, 2 Earnest Place,
Crows Nest NSW 2065
Members: $15 (inc. GST)
Students: $10 (inc. GST)
Non-members: $20 (inc. GST)
Coffee and tea included
This event counts as 2.5 hours (5 points) of category A CPD for
PACFA's membership renewal requirements.

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au
For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: newsouthwalesbranch@pacfa.org.au
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Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia

Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia

Tasmanian Branch PD Event
Sex in the System: Season 1
Presented by: Dr Sue Gilchrist
At one time or another all counsellors encounter clients with problems where
sex is a contributory or main factor in the concern for which they are seeking
help. Working with sexual issues requires specific knowledge and skills. This
experiential workshop aims to introduce participants to the foundations of
sex therapy so that they will be able to provide basic assistance to their
clients and feel more comfortable and competent in addressing sexual
concerns.
Some explicit material will be included in this workshop.
Date/Time: Friday 20th October 2017 5:30pm - 9:00pm (for a 6:00pm start)
Saturday 21st October 2017 9:00am - 5:00pm
Venue: The Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania, Marieville Esplanade,
Sandy Bay, Hobart
Members $170 (inc. GST)
Non-members $220 (inc. GST)
All students: $100 (inc. GST)
Refreshments provided

This is a six-hour online course which covers all
key areas of Ethical practice including:
* A Personal Inventory of Ethical understanding
* Foundations of Ethical Practice - Morals, Values and Ethics
* Stages of Ethical Decision Making - including common
ethical traps
* Record Keeping including record keeping for social media
connections
* Dual Relationships including Boundary Crossing and Self
Reflection
* Confidentiality including circumstances when it is OK to
break confidentiality
* Cultural Sensitivity - strategies for responding to multicultural
practice issues

13th - 24th November 2017
Members $190 (inc. GST) Non-members $250 (inc. GST)
For PACFA Registrants, the course counts as 12 points of
Category A CPD (Continuing Professional Development).

This event counts as 10 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's membership
renewal requirements

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au

Register Online: www.portal.pacfa.org.au

For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: tasmanianbranch@pacfa.org.au

For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or
email: admin@pacfa.org.au
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“Working with imagery and metaphor to unlock
inner resourcefulness”

IDT FOUNDATION COURSE TRAINING
IDT is a unique, page based way of working with words, images and
feelings, and Interactive Drawing Therapy Limited run a range of
courses using the IDT modality.
For information on course dates and locations
please visit our website:

www.InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com.au
Contact: Info@InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com.au
IDT Foundation course are accredited to earn PD points for a wide
range of professional bodies.
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PACFA eNews Advertising Guidelines
PACFA eNews is the electronic newsletter from the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of
Australia that is published bi - monthly and also available on the PACFA website.
Bookings and Payment
Please provide your advertisement and booking form before the submission date. All prices include GST and payment is
required at the time of booking advertisements. Please forward payment with your Booking Form.
Format for Classified Listings
Classified listings may be up to 3 lines in length. Listings for PD events should include the following information:





Name of the event
Date/s for the event
Location of the event (Suburb/State)
Contact details: Contact name, telephone number, email address or website.

Dimensions and booking details 2017
FORMAT

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Full Page

(19 cm W x 27.5 cm H)

$530 (Includes GST)

Full Page + 2 month web listing
Half Page Horizontal

$570 (Includes GST)
(19 cm W x 13.5 cm H)

Half Page + 2 month web listing

$330 (Includes GST)
$380 (Includes GST)

Half Page Vertical

(9 cm W x 27.5 cm H)

$330 (Includes GST)

Quarter Page

(9 cm W x 13.5 cm H)

$150 (Includes GST)

Quarter Page + 2 month web
Eighth Page

$210 (Includes GST)
(9 cm W x 6.75 cm H)

Eight Page + 2 month web
Classified Advertisements

$110 (Includes GST)
$180 (Includes GST)

Line item up to three rows

$55 (Includes GST)

PD Website listing one month

$70 (Includes GST)

each additional month

$40 (Includes GST)

ISSUE

BOOKING AND PAYMENT

January

Friday, 13 January

March

Friday, 17 March

May

Friday, 12 May

July

Friday, 14 July

September

Friday, 15 September

November

Friday, 17 November

DISTRIBUTION

Each issue of eNews is scheduled for distribution
by the end of the month of publication. Please
make a note of this if your advertisement
includes dates.

Advertisement format: JPEG prepared to the correct dimensions and of high resolution prior to publication.
CPD listing format: Email content and logo via email to enews@pacfa.org.au.
For full Advertising Guidelines please see the PACFA website or email enews@pacfa.org.au

Submission of News and Articles
We welcome your feedback and input in the form of news, views, poetry, letters, articles etc. Please forward these to
enews@pacfa.org.au
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